Recently, the permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM) servo control technology has become a research hotspot. However, the control performance under the traditional PID control is not ideal, which usually has the problems of slow response speed, large overshoot and poor anti-interference performance. In addition, adding nonlinear links with certain characteristics purposefully can greatly improve the performance of the system and achieve the expected effect that the traditional linear controllers cannot achieve. Based on this, this paper introduces the nonlinear PID control strategy into the field of servo control, and proposes a nonlinear control strategy of the three-loop of the servo system to improve the above problems. Firstly, the proposed structure is explained and the rule of nonlinear parameters selection is discussed. Secondly, the conditions for the structural stability of the proposed nonlinear control strategy are analyzed. Finally, experiments on the servo system platform are carried out and the results verify the fast dynamic response, precise positioning and good anti-disturbance performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Permanent Magnet Linear Synchronous Motor (PMLSM) has the advantage of high thrust, highly accurate positioning and fast speed, and it is gradually replacing the rotating electric machine to have a more widespread commercial value and further development [1] . Meanwhile, it also has higher requirements for the control technology of servo drive, and the traditional PID control cannot fully meet the complex needs of industry. However, PMLSM has strong nonlinear characteristics because its inductance, load and the changes of parameters. Therefore, the nonlinear control of PMLSM servo system has become a research hotspot. The nonlinear PID controller not only maintains the simple structure of the traditional PID controller, but also has the characteristic of strong robustness, so as to achieve the expected effect that the traditional linear controller cannot achieve. Therefore, it is widely used in the motor control area.
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Due to the characters of simple structure and easy implementation, the traditional PID is widely used in control systems, especially for the accurate mathematical models. Reference [2] adopts the linear PID in PMLSM, realizing good control of servo systems. However, the effect is not ideal, and traditional PID is especially suitable for the deterministic system instead of the controlled systems with nonlinear, coupling and load disturbance characteristics. In [3] , the velocity loop of PMLSM servo system develops PID structure based on the Elman neural network, which achieves a relatively good tracking ability. However, the algorithm is easy to fall into the pole value. In [4] , in order to solve the contradiction between the anti-jamming performance and speed, a composite fuzzy immune PID method is proposed, which is used for the velocity loop to obtain a dynamic response and anti-interference, but it has a poor control performance on the overshoot. Reference [5] optimizes the PID control effect by adding the BP neural network, but there are still large disturbances and long speed response time.
Reference [6] summarizes the defects of the classical PID controller and the corresponding improvement measures from four aspects, providing more theoretical possibilities for the control structure. However, there are little practical applications. In [7] , the use of nonlinear PID controller is introduced to improve the performance of PAM manipulator, which can achieve good state. But due to the existence of differential signal, the noise has amplified effect, the ability to resist noise interference is poor. Reference [8] discusses a nonlinear tracking differentiator(TD) to deal with the nonlinearity caused by noise, but there are weaknesses with complicated structure and many parameters, the structure is not easy to realize. In [9] , a tracking differentiator based on classical PID control is introduced in PMLSM to solve the contradiction between the speed response and overshoot. The PMLSM can quickly track the speed command without overshoot. However, differential extraction still has poor effects in noisy situations. Reference [10] proposes a nonlinear PID controller, which meets the control requirements for noise, but it does not explain the tuning rules of parameters, and parameters selection is time-consuming. Reference [11] uses error function that depends on the system input and system output to design a nonlinear PID controller. In this way, the nonlinear PID controller can change parameters value according to the output response, but it fails to discuss the nonlinear PID stability analysis. Reference [12] designs the current control in the current inner loop of the PMLSM servo system and verifies that the proposed method has a good dynamic response, but there is still a similar weakness on the stability analysis.
In the above research, considerations are made on the individual aspects of system performance and the controller design is improved. For high-precision servo systems, it is difficult to balance both the response speed and the overshoot suppression. And the analysis of the anti-disturbance performance of the servo system is relatively weak, lacking a comprehensive control strategy to improve the three aspects at the same time. In addition, for the research of nonlinear strategy applied to the field of servo control, there are relatively few studies on the parameter selection and stability analysis. Considering the above problems, this paper proposes a nonlinear control strategy of cascaded servo three-loop structure. Firstly, a nonlinear function is used to optimize it. Secondly, the parameter selection rules and stability performance of the controller are explained. In addition, the performance of the tracking differentiator is described comprehensively. Finally, the nonlinear PID control is cascaded to meet the requirements of the different loop. And the speed feedback is added to further accelerate the response.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II introduced the mathematical model of PMLSM and the PID control. Section III proposes nonlinear PID control strategy, including the structure, the parameter selection rules and the stability analysis. Section IV designs nonlinear PID and applies to current loop, speed loop and position loop respectively, and then the simulation results are discussed. The experimental results are in section V.
II. CONVENTIONAL PMLSM CONTROL STRATEGY A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PMLSM
Since the PMLSM is developed by the rotary motor along its radial direction, the structural similarity makes the linear motor equally suitable for similar analysis. To simplify the analysis, the effects of magnetic circuit saturation, iron loss and other factors are ignored. Besides, the air gap of the PMLSM is relatively large, Ld=Lq=L is adopted. Therefore, the mathematical model of the non-salient pole based PMLSM in the vector control mode is shown in Fig. 1 . Where U d , i q , L q are the voltage, current, and inductance of the q stator winding, respectively. ψ m , ω e are the flux of the permanent magnet and the synchronous rotational electrical angular velocity. F e is the electromagnetic thrust. n p , τ p are the linear motor pole number and pole distance. M is the quality of load and mover. F d is the load force. v m is the speed.
In addition, from Fig. 1 , it can be seen that there are accumulative terms in the stator voltage equation, so the nonlinear characteristics of the system can also be reflected.
B. PMLSM THREE-LOOP CONTROL STRATEGY
In this paper, for the model of the surface-mount hidden PMLSM, the vector control mode of id=0 is adopted to implement decoupling control, which can generate electromagnetic thrust with the minimum stator current and effectively reduce the loss [13] . A conventional three-loop control structure (current-speed-position [14] ) is used, which is shown in Fig. 2 . The current loop, the innermost part of servo system, is aimed to control the stator current to track the reference value quickly and accurately [15] . The current loop is designed as an I-type system [16] . In order to obtain better dynamic performance, PI control is introduced into this loop. In order to guarantee the best value chosen, the principle of VOLUME 7, 2019 Best Tuning Method of Siemens (ξ = 0.707, KT = 0.5) is used to adjust the current loop parameters, where ξ = 0.707 is the damping ratio, K is the gain of open-loop and T is the system time constant [17] .
The speed loop, which is aimed to suppress speed fluctuations to achieve good dynamic response and wide speed range [18] , is designed as a Type II system. PI control is also introduced into speed loop. And the optimal parameters are selected according the principle of the minimum peak amplitude criterion of closed-loop amplitude-frequency characteristics in Oscillating Index Method.
The position loop, the outermost part of the system, is designed as a Type II system to track position rapidly. Besides, in order to avoid overshoot, only P control is introduced into position loop and the best value is selected by the principle of ξ = 1, KT = 0.25. After the above discussion, combined with a theoretical derivation, the optimal parameters of three-loop are sure to select and it is shown in table 1. 
C. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
For the above traditional PID control, the frequency characteristics are analyzed, and the open-loop amplitude-frequency characteristic curve and the closed-loop amplitude-frequency characteristic curve are plotted, which are shown in the Fig. 3 . By the above observation, the system is stable under the ''best'' parameters (by the amplitude frequency characteristics of the open loop), however, the response speed is relatively slow (by the amplitude frequency characteristics of closed loop), this is because the above principle of ''best'' followed is the biggest compromise parameter selection, is not really the best. However, for the servo system, the given value is random, and the output quantity is required to follow the quantitative change accurately. Therefore, on the basis of ensuring the stability of the system, its rapid response ability should be more prominent. In addition, generally, the nonlinear factors are harmful for the performance of the system, but the performance can be greatly improved by adding some nonlinear links with particular characteristics purposefully, to achieve the optimal effect that traditional linear controller does not achieve. Therefore, a nonlinear PID controller is used to improve the above performance. By selecting a kind of appropriate nonlinear function to adaptive change, the corresponding performance can be quickly responded with a smaller steady-state error. appropriate nonlinear control law, the system is also good for the anti-interference ability to the disturbance and the robustness is stronger.
III. NONLINEAR CONTROL A. STRUCTURE OF NONLINEAR PID
The nonlinear PID controller improves the conventional PID by adopting a nonlinear control function [19] , and it has faster response, smaller overshoot and smaller steady-state error. Nonlinear PID controllers can be roughly divided into two categories: the direct-action type and the gain-tuning type. The mathematical expression is characterized by [20] . As shown in Fig. 4 , a direct-action nonlinear PID control structure is proposed by Han Jingqing [21] . As shown in above, there are three parts consist of the nonlinear PID: tracking differentiator(TD), nonlinear gain function, and nonlinear control law.
1) TD
The function of TD is to follow the input signal as quickly as possible and to offer its differential signal, thus it is used to arrange the transient process. The aim is avoiding the shortcoming of the classical differentiator, that is, the noise amplification is so serious that the differential signal is submerged. And the advantage of the transient process is effectively solving the contradiction between rapidity and overshoot; the parameter selection range is expanded; and the robustness is stronger. TD provides an effective method to extract differential signals in engineering [22] . And its discrete form is:
where h is the tracking step of system, h 0 is the filter factor, r is the speed factor, and u = fhan(x 1 , x 2 , r, h 0 ) is the time-optimal control function [18] .
2) THE FUNCTION OF THE NONLINEAR GAIN
The function of fal (e, α, σ ) has a fitting adjustment characteristic of ''large error, small gain; small error, large gain'', with a fast convergence capacity, and it is often used in nonlinear feedback structure. Therefore, it is much better than the linear function in the improving the systematic dynamic performance and the suppression of uncertain disturbance. And the structure is shown as follows:
In the formula, α and δ need to be adjusted.
3) THE LAW OF THE NONLINEAR CONTROL
The following feedback control rule is adopted to design the nonlinear combination:
Refer to (3), like the conventional PID, there are simply three parameters of β 0 , β 1 , β 2 to be adjust.
4) SPEED FEEDFORWARD
In order to further improve the systematic response speed and suppress overshoot, and also avoid the problem of the systematic stability declining caused by a larger proportional coefficient, the feedforward correction of speed feedforward (kff) is added in the overall structure.
B. THE STABILITY OF NONLINEAR PID CONTROL
In this section, the stability of the nonlinear PID is analyzed. To simply process, the current loop, velocity loop and position loop in the PMLSM are designed as the low-order linear systems, respectively. Then, the overall systematic transfer diagram is shown in Fig. 5 . For first-order systems, P (s) = a bs+1 , and the closed-loop transfer function is:
According to the Hervitz criterion, the parameters are stable in the range [0, +∞).
For second-order systems, P(s) = a s 2 +bs+1 , and the closed-loop transfer function is:
where a = ω 2 n , b = 2ξ ω n , ω n is the natural oscillating angular frequency of second-order systems under the undamped condition and ξ is the damping ratio. According to the Routh table and the Routh criterion, the necessary and sufficient condition of the systematic stability is:
From (6), the system is globally stable when the P or PD control structure is adopted in nonlinear PID. And after adding the integral element, to ensure the stability of the system, k i (e) should meet the following condition:
From (7), it can be seen that the addition of the D element can expand the range of systematic stability. Where α is the error index that determines the nonlinearity of fal (e, α, δ), that is, the tracking speed. And the larger the α is, the stronger the nonlinearity and the faster the tracking speed will be.
δ is the demarcated point between the linear and the nonlinear region, which determines the size of the nonlinear interval. The smaller the δ is, the larger the nonlinear interval will be, and the faster the systematic response speed will be. Meanwhile, the system will be more sensitive to changes of the control output. If a large interference exists, the system will easily oscillate.
2)Parameter Tuning of TD For the tracking differentiator, taking h = T s , then r and T ns are adjusted to optimize the performance of TD [23] . Then, the output signals of TD are observed under the input step signal, the sinusoidal signal with different frequency and the sinusoidal signal with interference, respectively. The parameters selecting and simulation results of the step signal are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 8 . The simulation results of the sinusoidal signal with different frequencies are shown in Fig. 9 . And the simulation results of the sinusoidal signal with interference is shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . For the step input, the simulation results of Fig. 8 show that the larger the T ns is, the smaller the oscillated amplitude of the TD output signal will be. According to the simulation, the effect is the best when T ns = 1.6T s . In addition, the larger r is, the faster the TD tracking speed will be, but there is a saturated value. If the value is exceeded, the tracking speed will vary little, and the excessive value will cause a jittered differential signal.
For the sinusoidal signal with different frequencies, results are shown in Fig. 9 : as the sinusoidal frequency increasing, the phase shift and the amplitude of TD tracking signal will become larger and larger. This is caused by the hysteresis of the TD. For this problem, the feedforward is added for correction.
For the superimposed signal, the mixed signal (the Gaussian white noise with an amplitude of 0.1 and the sinusoidal signal with an amplitude of 1 and a frequency of 100Hz) is input into TD. Then the differential signal is extracted and compared with the differential signal which is extracted by the finite difference and the incomplete differential method, wherein the incomplete differential is one that is extracted by finite difference and a low-pass filter with fc = 8khz. Fig. 10 shows that the differential signal extracted by TD is better than that by simple finite difference. From Fig. 11 , it can be seen that the differential signal extracted by incomplete differential is basically the same as the TD after the output is stable, but when the input is hopping (like an amplitude of 1 to 2 in the 50th sampling point set), the effect is much worse than the TD. This is because that the signal jumps, the differential signal extracted by incomplete differential is also hopping at the same time, while the differential signal generated by TD comes from the differential of the following signal, so there is a slow transiting process to the signal change, and it is not sensitive to the fluctuation of the input signal. In summary, TDs can effectively extract differential signals, but there will produce large phase shifts and amplitude attenuations in high-frequency signals. Therefore, considering practical applications when using TDs is still recommended.
IV. THREE-LOOP CONTROL OF PMLSM BASED ON NONLINEAR PID
Under the two methods of nonlinear PID and traditional PID, the simulation and experimental verification of PMLSM are carried out. Finally, the control strategy based on nonlinear PID + feedforward control is proposed in this paper.
The parameters of AUM2-S1 (the linear motor platform for medical microscope) as the research object are shown in Table 3 . To achieve a highly precise positioning control system, Mercury II 1600, with a resolution of 0.5um, an incremental encoder, is installed on the platform. 
A. CURRENT LOOP
In order to achieve high steady-state control accuracy and fast dynamic response, the PI nonlinear control law from equation (8) is adopted in the current loop and the selected parameters are shown in Table 4 . Fig. 12 shows the current response waveforms of traditional PID and nonlinear PID control.
As shown in Fig. 12 , the current response curve of black line belongs to the nonlinear PID, and the green and blue VOLUME 7, 2019 curves belong to the traditional PID control, wherein the parameter of the green line is ξ = 0.707 and there is overshoot; the parameter of the blue line is ξ = 1 and there is no overshoot. It can be seen that there is a faster dynamic response without overshoot under the nonlinear PID. The rise-time of the Q-axis current is about 0.5ms, which has less time than the conventional PID. Considering the control effect, there is no need to add a TD and D element.
B. SPEED LOOP
The same structure of nonlinear PI control as the current loop is used to the speed loop. The nonlinear feedback rule adopted is characterized by:
In the formula, β v0 = 15, β v1 = 0.1 is chosen and the nonlinear parameters are selected similarly as the speed loop. The step response waveforms of speed loop are shown in Fig. 13 . From the figure, it can be concluded that the nonlinear PID has a faster response speed than PID and no overshoot. 
C. POSITION LOOP
For the position loop, it differs from the speed loop by an integral operation. In general, the nonlinear control of P is simply used in position loop to avoid causing overshoots. However, due to the introduction of TD1 and TD2, PD control is adopted in the position loop to achieve the steady state without static difference. And the corresponding nonlinear feedback control rule is as follows:
u p = β p0 fal e 0 , α p0 , δ p + β p2 fal e v1 , α p2 , δ p
In addition, based on the above design, the speed feedforward is introduced into the system to further enhance the tracking performance and improve the phase-lagging problem generated by TD, which forms a composite control system together with the closed loop. Tuning parameters of the position loop are shown in Table 5 . And the parameters of α and δ are set by the previous simulation. Finally, combined with the design of current loop and speed loop, the overall structure of PMLSM servo system is shown in the Fig. 14. Given pos * = 6000, the same actions of speed feedforward are worked on the nonlinear PID and the traditional PID, and the compared results are shown in Fig. 15 .
Compared with the general PID, the nonlinear PID has a good effect on gentle transition and the suppressed overshoot of the given input (as shown in Fig. 15(a) ); a faster tracking speed to meet a fast control (as shown in Fig. 15(b) ); a smaller tracking error and steady-state error. In addition, it can be observed that the position error of the general PID is 4∼5 times than that of the nonlinear PID in the three states (motor start-up state, first given arrival state and stable state), which shows that the nonlinear has a more excellent robust performance (as shown in Fig. 15(c) ).
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
To realize the high-precision positioning control of PMLSM, the driver as the controller of TMS320F28335 is designed. The interrupt frequency of the control system is 8kHz.The maximum output power is 500W and the maximum current is 8A, which meets the application requirements of AUM2-S1. Fig. 16 shows the experimental system, where (a) is the connection of diagram blocks and (b) is the real system.
Considering the PMLSM control strategy of nonlinear PIDs with feedforward controls proposed in the previous paper, the corresponding software is programmed and the performance of the algorithm is verified in the experimental platform.
A. CURRENT LOOP
First, the current inner loop experiment is verified. Given the step signal iq * = 1 to observe the feedback of current. Fig. 17 shows experimental results of the step response under the current reference 1A. And Table 6 shows the comparison of the current loop performance between the nonlinear PID and conventional PID. From the figure and table data, it can be seen that the rise time under nonlinear PID control is 1/2∼1/4 of that under PID control, and the overshoot is almost zero. Therefore, the experimental verification shows that the nonlinear PID control speeds up the response and also suppresses the overshoot. 
B. SPEED LOOP
Then, an experimental verification of the velocity inner loop is performed.
The speed reference is given to the value of 1cm/s under the PID control. And limited by the length of the linear slide rail, the motor will move in reciprocating motion. Fig. 18(a) is the speed information about the feedback and given curves, (b) is a partial enlarged view, and (c) and (d) are the curves of iq and id. From Fig. 18 , the feedback speed of the motor can accurately vary with the reference changing and the corresponding steady-state error is about ±0.5mm/s. Thus, it can be concluded that the motor can perform fast and smoothly under the control of nonlinear PID.
After that, given the step signal of v * = 2 cm/s, the speed comparison is conducted. Fig. 19 is the step response of the speed loop and Table 7 is the comparison of the quantitative analysis between the nonlinear and the conventional PID. Combined with Table 7 , the overshoot of the two methods are similar, but the response speed based on the nonlinear PID control is still faster than that of the conventional PID. 
C. POSITION LOOP
The current application of the PMLSM imposes high performance requirements on the position loop of the servo system, which requires a fast-dynamic response speed and a high positioning accuracy.
First, a step response test is performed on the position loop under no-load condition. Fig. 20 shows the compared curves of the position loop with a reference of 1000 position pulses (0.5 um/pulse).
From the Fig. 20 , there is a longer response time, a large overshoot and no quick adjustment to the given position under the traditional PID control; while, under the nonlinear PID control, the response time is near 1/5 times fast than that of the PID and few overshoot, which shows that the tracking performance is greatly improved. And the adjustment process is extremely rapid, and the fluctuations are extremely small with no overshoot. Thus, under nonlinear PID control, the position loop has a faster response speed, no overshoot, and the given position can be accurately positioned. Then, under no-load conditions, the ramp signal with a ramp speed of 10 mm/s is input on the position loop. Limited by the grating position coordinates, positive and negative displacement limits are performed on the motor with the range value of [−70000, 70000]. Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 are the position feedback information and corresponding speed information, respectively. And Fig. 23 is the comparison of tracking error between PID control and the nonlinear PID control.
In Fig. 21 , the motor tracks the given input signal accurately and randomly, and has a smooth transition of position. Besides, the information of speed in Fig. 22 also meets the performance requirement, in which some slight fluctuations are caused by the limited experimental conditions on certain friction. In Fig. 23 , the position tracking error in conventional PID is smaller than the nonlinear PID, which shows that the nonlinear PID control has a smaller dynamic position tracking error. After loading 2kg on the PMLSM, it can be seen that the range under the conventional PID varies from ±0.2mm to ±0.4mm, while varies from ±0.1mm to ±0.2mm under the nonlinear PID. And the adjustment time of conventional PID is two times longer than the nonlinear PID.
These experimental analyses show that, compared with PID, the motor under the nonlinear PID can track the random positioning better, and also has a faster response speed and a higher positioning accuracy. After adding the disturbance, under the same amplitude fluctuations of motor, the control of nonlinear PID can more quickly reset motor to the original balanced state and has a better anti-interference performance.
D. THE EXPERIMENT OF LOAD POSITIONING
In practice, the study of PMLSM described in this paper is applied to an electric platform of a medical electron microscope, which is aimed to arrive at the pre-specified location quickly and accurately under load condition. Thus, a 2kg weight is put on the mover-component of the PMLSM to Table 8 indicates the key value of the position-tracking curves that use 1, 10, 100 and 1000 pulses as the position reference. It can be seen that the PMLSM has a fast-dynamic response speed and accurate positioning accuracy under the current control strategy. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The nonlinear control strategy combined with speed feedforward is adopted in this paper to control the research platform. Under the nonlinear PID control, the current loop has a faster response speed; the speed loop tracks the reference change quickly; the position loop can reach the specified position without overshoot quickly and accurately, and the good anti-disturbance performance is verified in the position loop. Experiments have shown that the proposed method has practical feasibility in the control of PMLSMs.
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